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Award Designation and Category:  
Best New or Emerging Brand 
 
Campaign Title:  
Bublé vs. bubly + bubly sparkling water 
 
Year the campaign took place:  
 

 
 
 
 
Brand: bubly Sparkling Water 
Creative Agency:  
Media Company/Agency:  
Research Company: 
Additional Affiliated Companies: PepsiCo Beverages North America, OMD 
USA, OMG’s The Content Collective, Goodby Silverstein & Partners, R/GA, 
Golin, GIPHY, The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Marketing Challenge: 
To expand presence within a fast-growing category and unleash bubly’s 
playful personality on the world’s biggest stage to become the most 
memorable name in sparkling water. 
 
Methodology:  
Consumer Interviews, Social Listening, Quant/Qual message testing and 
Google search/trend analysis. 
 
Insight:  
Millennials dealing with adulting want an everyday sparkling water brand 
that felt as fun, colorful, and playful as soda. 
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Creative:  
For its 2019 Super Bowl debut, everything bubly did was with a laser focus 
on breaking up the mundane and getting consumers to simply ‘crack a 
smile’. Bubly brought this mission to life by partnering with talent, 
programming and millennial-driven platforms that shared a similar ‘playful 
instigator’ role in culture. Positioned at the center of the Super Bowl Stage, 
bubly successfully gave consumers a much-needed laugh and infused fun 
and refreshment into Millennial routines. 
 
Business Impact: 
Grew brand awareness by 77% among category users, doubled retail sales 
in FY 2019 and tripled category share. 
 
 
 
 
Consumer Insight  
 
Adulting is hard, but a little bit of play can go a long way and offer reprieve 
from everyday moments. 
 
 
 
 
 
Marketing Challenge 
 
With consumer shifts towards healthier options to substitute soda, the 
sparkling category experienced a 20% jump in 2017, becoming a ~$2B US 
industry by 2018. Mintel forecasted sales of sparkling water to increase by 
74% from 2018 to 2023. To establish presence within a fast-growing 
category, PepsiCo launched bubly, a sparkling water offered in a variety of 
natural fruit flavors with no calories or sweeteners. 
 
As a new player to the space, bubly not only had zero brand awareness, but 
was also up against market leader La Croix who owned a 20% category 
share. While La Croix maintained a retro “cool factor,” it lacked personality. 
bubly’s colorful packaging, witty tabs and cans (featuring sayings like “hiya” 
and “hold cans with me”) helped set it apart on-shelf, but it needed to 
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devise a standout challenger strategy to break through the clutter and 
establish a connection with “Generation Play.” This connection required a 
deep understanding of behaviors and how to speak to Millennials in a 
differentiated way. 
 
To expand presence within this fast-growing category and unleash a 
sparkling brand personality on the world’s biggest stage (The Super Bowl), 
bubly set out with a spirited determination to become the most memorable 
name in sparkling water. 
 
 
 
 
 
Methodology  
 
Consumer Interviews and Social Listening 
Quant/Qual message testing 
Google search/trend analysis 
 
Insight: 
Looking across the sparkling water landscape, bubly hit on a significant void 
amongst the competition: an untapped, Millennial-driven audience who 
needed a break from the everyday. By tapping into the simple reality 
weighing on the 18-34 subset - that “adulting” is hard, bubly recognized that 
the grind of daily responsibilities and micro-stressors often gets in the way 
of fun. Millennials dealing with adulting wanted an everyday sparkling water 
brand that felt as fun, colorful, and playful as soda. 
 
We analyzed brand equity data, social listening and soda fandom 
conversations. We conducted focus groups and gathered surveys across the 
country. It was clear that sparkling water brands overall had a reputation for 
being elitist, expensive, and out of reach for many. In order to breakthrough 
in the sparkling water category, our new brand would have to appeal to 
younger, excitement-hungry soda drinkers by going up against the weakest 
point of other sparkling waters - their brand personalities. 
Lacroix was the only colorful mainstream player with a cult like following but 
also tried to come across as fancier than it was with the pronunciation of its 
name, is it la-croy or la kwah or la krah. 
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The opportunity was clear - to insert moments of ‘fun’ in adulting by adding 
little moments of play into their daily lives to demonstrate how playfulness 
could change their outlook, providing a happy release. This insight led us to 
our strategy. Create a brand that behaved like a ‘playful instigator’, 
providing a playful reprieve for millennials dealing with adulting and looking 
for a sparkling water as fun and playful as a soda. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creative Execution 
 
LaCroix was the only memorable name in sparkling water. PepsiCo’s new 
sparkling water, bubly, needed America to remember its name. Luckily for 
Bubly, a certain celebrity had the same name—well, sort of. bubly rolled out 
its new campaign by creating an unexpected rivalry with crooner Michael 
Bubly – ahem Bublé – through creative debating whether the brand should 
be pronounced “buh-blee” or “boo-bley”. Convinced the sparkling water 
shared his name, Bublé instigated his own playful fun by striking out the “y” 
in bubly with his signature “é”. 
 
The debate between Bublé and bubly took place on the Super Bowl stage. 
Our commercial saw a very delusional Bublé arguing that “bubly” was 
pronounced “Bublé.” 
To tease the creative days before the big game, bubly partnered with The 
Ellen DeGeneres Show to showcase a few seconds of the spot. As she gave 
her fans a special first look, she threw to Michael participating in an out-of-
studio segment, where he was challenged to do whatever she fed him 
through an earpiece. With Bublé stationed as a cashier at a local retailer, a 
surprise celebrity run in with Modern Family’s Eric Stonestreet resulted in 
unexpected moments of fun for fans, bubly and Bublé himself! 
 
Capitalizing on the commercial’s launch in real time, bubly leveraged 
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, GIPHY, and Google Search to highlight 
snackable video content during peak moments of the game. We created GIFs 
that allowed people to Bublé anything on game day and take a side. 
#BublyvsBublé GIFs began trending. Meanwhile, others began to show their  
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allegiance for either Team bubly or Team Bublé by writing é’s on their cans 
of bubly and uploading pics of them to Instagram, Twitter and Facebook 
under the #BublyvsBublé hashtag 
 
In the weeks following, bubly extended the hype via high visibility presence 
across Prime, Cable, and Premium Online Video. Through targeted 
placements across The Bachelor, Riverdale, Jane the Virgin, Supernatural 
and more, bubly's fun and engaging media strategy made the brand’s name 
completely unforgettable! 
bubly’s talent-driven approach continued throughout the year and sparked a 
nationwide debate that made its name part of the cultural conversation. The 
bubly vs. Bublé hook was so engaging that other Brands (like Oláy and 
Avocados from Mexico Guacamolé) “Bublé-ed” their own names in playful 
solidarity, and the debate even made appearances on fan-made signage 
during Michael Bublé World Tour stops. 
 
So, is it pronounced bubly or Bublé? Just ask Michael bubly himself! 
 

  
 
 
 
 
Business Results/Lessons Learned  
 
The brand became the center of the Super Bowl stage with a 360°-media 
strategy and creative that gave consumers a much-needed laugh. Our ad 
was ranked 7th per USA Today AdMeter for that year’s Super Bowl. With a 
simple play on words illustrating bubly’s “playful instigator” brand role, this 
approach drove brand relevance and positive opinion. 
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• The campaign increased brand awareness 2x among exposed and 
~77% among Sparkling Water drinkers1 

• 85% of viewers watching The Ellen DeGeneres Show integration 
reported that Bublé was a great spokesperson and 72% confirmed 
interest in purchasing bubly2 

And thanks to the help of Michael Bublé, bubly's Super Bowl campaign made 
the brand’s name completely unforgettable while driving actionable sales 
results. 

• bubly drove 57% of the growth within the sparkling water category 
within the first 6 months of the year3 

• By the end of 2019, bubly more than doubled sales to $250MM in retail 
sales, and nearly tripled its category share3 

• bubly grew brand preference by 5pts, purchase consideration grew 2x 
and buyer penetration grew by 2pts in 2019 during and post this 
campaign4 

• Meanwhile, competitor La Croix reported a 16% drop during third 
quarter earnings5 
 
 
 

1 ComScore AdEffx Study 
2 2019 Latitude Study commissioned by Warner Bros. and The Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3 PepsiCo Water+ IRI Sales 
data 4 Kantar Brand Mindshare Report 2019 and IRI Household Panel data 5National Beverages Co Quarterly 
Earnings News Report https://observer.com/2019/03/lacroixs-ceo-blames-its-not-so-sparkling-sales-on-injustice-
in-baffling-press-release/ 


